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Annotation
What are the standards of diversity communication? (“SDK”)
The standards of diversity communication consist of the basic knowledge and skills required for
communicating with people with disabilities, for helping them, for preparing the optimum conditions
so that they are able to carry out full-value work, become integrated in the workforce and so be
beneficial employees for employers.

When, how and why should SDK be used?
Creating standards of diversity communication was necessary because employers do not have any practical tool
available to help them navigate in how and with what criteria they should choose working positions suitable
for people with specific disabilities, how to adjust the job description, work location, working hours, and how to
properly communicate with persons with disabilities.
It is primarily necessary for immediate supervisors and coworkers in direct contact with people with disabilities
to be familiar with SDK.
SDK are divided into Chapter 1, Diversity communication in the workplace, which introduces users to these issues
in the form of the model situation “Point of introduction” and further describes 5 basic steps associated with
employing PwD in a company on the open labor market.
Chapter 2 provides the basic theoretical minimum of three types of disability (auditory, visual, and physical
disability), including the general principles of diversity communication and proper assistance.
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Chapter 1
Diversity communication in the workplace – conditions, context,
practice
1.1

POINT OF INTRODUCTION

Imagine the following scenario:

naturally, the managing director is speaking.
“So in conclusion, I’ve got a surprise for you. As you know, the media has recently been
fond of the theme of corporate social responsibility. And with it employing people
with disabilities. And as you probably also know, there are various prizes companies
can receive for hiring these people. Such advertising would be good for us and he
would be moreover free.... All the better for us since it is not exactly raining orders.” The
managing director briefly paused, took a deep breath and with a nonchalant smile
ended his monologue.”Perhaps you’re amazed that I’ve come up with this idea when I
refused to talk about it before. But times are changing and perhaps we might be able
to get a grant for it. So what do you say?”
The head of the Human Resources Department Karel Šataník is sitting at the opposite
end of the table. He sat back in his chair, and without waiting for any further stimulus,
he slowly but firmly said.
“It’s not that simple.”
“What’s so complicated about it?” said the managing director.
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A management meeting for a midsize firm is taking place in the conference room

“First of all, whom should we hire? Wheelchair users, the blind or deaf? We will have
to make adjustments in the workplace according to their handicap. And there are
certainly regulations and standards for there we don’t know about. And what will this
disabled person do here? What position to give him or her? What salary? And what
about our people now? What will they think about it? It’s a question whether they will
accept this person among themselves.” Šataník continued as firmly as before.“I know
nothing about all this. You’ll have to find no more about it.” The managing director
reacted with a sly smile.
“These are tasks for you. I told myself it’s not a bad idea. Basically he can work
anywhere as long as it doesn’t conflict with workplace safety, we will be helping

CHAPTER 1: Diversity communication in the workplace – conditions, context, practice

ourselves by reducing the penalties for noncompliance with the mandatory share of
employed persons with disabilities, and there is still the opportunity to try to enter
a competition for some prize. Employing for example a blind person will look really
good in a competition.”
“Boss, this is a lot of work with an uncertain outcome.” But Šataník wouldn’t give up.
“Just try so that the result is clear. Otherwise we will soon have a blind HR manager....”
So the managing director into the debate.

Do you think this is a good start for introducing the conditions for diversity in the workplace? Probably not. You
certainly figured out the basic mistakes for yourself. If you would like to validate your reflexes, see the electronic
version of this chapter on the DVD. There you will find a complete list of errors and other details.1
So what is the proper way to start? Maybe from the view of the other side. Try to imagine the situation of a
person with disabilities who seems suitable to you for a position in your company. What problems can affect him
immediately at the start? Narrow parking space that prevents wheelchair users from getting out of the car and
into their wheelchairs. Self-closing doors that close too quickly. The elevator button located too high. For example,
a new obstacle for a blind person that no one informed him about. But in most cases the biggest problem is the
reaction of others. Unfamiliarity with future coworkers, how to act around a person with a disability. How to help
her. Shyness, reluctance to change ingrained habits. These barriers cannot be overcome in a matter of minutes or
days. Everything must be done in advance to prevent them from occurring at all.
Diversity in the workplace is not only direct face-to-face communication. It has many other forms.
Communication and cooperation with PwD must be prepared in the company before an employee from
the ranks of PwD is hired.

1

See model situation MS 0
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1.2

STEP ONE – THE DECISION TO EMPLOY PwD

Let’s go back to the conference room of our midsized company.
The entire management is meeting again after a month. A senior manager opens the
last item on the agenda.
“Ladies and gentlemen, let’s still discuss some personnel issues and then we’re finished
for today. So what’s on your minds?”
The human resources manager Šataník, who at the last meeting was given the task of
preparing everything for hiring a new employee with disabilities, speaks up.
for someone to work part-time in the accounting department. The best would be if
that person were in a wheelchair. Every year we struggle to find some worthwhile
compensation. This would help us.”
“The right direction,” commended the senior manager, “it’s just a question of whether
a disabled person is able to manage the demanding schedule of the accounting
department.”
“We’re looking for someone with the appropriate education and if possible with
experience.” Šataník added more information.
“I think it’s a good idea. We’ll save on withholdings for noncompliance with the
mandatory share. We already spoke about CSR awards. But mostly, we can pay
wheelchair users a lower salary. They have disability pensions and will be happy to
have a job. Give the money we save to Tůmová. We promised to increase her salary
happy year ago.”
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“We have the possibility of employing a person with disabilities and we’re looking

The chief economist Šímová, who always knows everything, jumped into the
conversation between the senior manager and human resources officer.
“And there won’t be any problems with barriers? Will this person be able to get into the
accounting department?”
“That shouldn’t be a problem,” said Šataník, and to demonstrate how well he had
prepared everything, he added “we have no stairs at the entrance, and the elevator
goes up to the third floor, where accounting is.”
“What about the bathroom?” asked Šímová. “I think the threshold there is pretty
high?”

CHAPTER 1: Diversity communication in the workplace – conditions, context, practice

“Please, let’s not get scientific here,” said the senior manager. “We’ll have maintenance
remove it. And if there turns out to be some unsolvable problem with getting around in
a wheelchair, then we can always let this person go during the probationary period...
Did this management meeting go properly? Certainly not. Let’s point out the basic shortcomings:
a) Lack of confidence in the ability of people with disabilities. Just because someone sees or hears poorly, or
has mobility problems, this doesn’t automatically mean they are less intelligent, less hardworking, or less
able to carry out their job tasks.
b) Failure to understand that disability pension only partially compensates for the problems that disabled
people endure. There is nothing “extra” in it. To give PwD lower salaries just because they have disability
pensions denies the very principles of equal opportunities and diversity.
c) “Catchall” solutions to the problem of accessibility don’t capture all the nuances of the real “accessibility”.
The simple elimination of the threshold in the bathroom can create other complications for wheelchair
users (e.g. unequal height between the floor in the hall and the one in the bathroom, with the groove
that remains after the threshold is removed...)2
d) Hiring PwD only “as a test” is a very irresponsible approach. If a PwD is let go during the probationary
period due to no fault of their own and just because they cannot manage certain barriers, it will be a huge
blow to their psyche.

SUMMARY:
Disability does not mean inability.
Indeed, diversity in the workplace environment cannot be created without the support of management
at all levels of the process. The basics of diversity communication must therefore be laid during this first
step.

2

You will find more about the problem of removing barriers in the “Manual for employing persons with disabilities in the open
labor market – Chapter 3.2: The informational minimum for employing persons with disabilities”, which is one of the outputs of this
project.
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1.3

STEP TWO – CHOOSING SUITABLE STAFF FROM THE RANKS OF PwD

1.3.1 Preparing for a job interview with PwD
Let us look again at “our” company.
The problem of employing a new worker with disabilities has already hit the human
resources department like a falling brick. The department manager Karel Šataník is
hardly excited about it and is consulting his coworker Brož.
“Imagine, 300 applicants with disabilities have responded to our ads.” From the pile
hands it to Brož. “One is deaf, the other blind, and the third is in a wheelchair.”
Brož begins to browse through the CVs and cover letters: “Probably the easiest will be
the deaf one. What do you say? Go ahead and contact him. You don’t have to deal
with any barriers.”
Šataník sighs deeply: “All right. Looking over his material, the CV is okay, but his cover
letter is terrible. Like he’s illiterate. Terrible word order and full of mistakes.”
“Maybe someone else wrote the CV for him,” reacted Brož in a tone worthy of a
detective who has just cracked a complex case. But he quickly had his doubts. “I
heard somewhere that the deaf have problems with grammar, and apparently it has
nothing to do with their intelligence.”
Šataník took another deep sigh: “Listen. He can be as intelligent as Einstein. But unless
you’re able to understand him, then he’s useless. But with this blind guy, I just can’t
imagine. After all, he will have to work with a computer. Handle emails. Will someone
read them to him?”
“I think he has some program in the computer for that,” said Brož, regaining his
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of papers on his desk he pulls out a folder with applications for the new position and

confidence. “Otherwise he probably wouldn’t have applied for the position.”
Šataník still had his doubts, however: “And how will he get around here? I suppose
we’ll have to add Braille to all the signs in the offices.”
Both were quiet. After a moment Brož interrupted the silence: “But you still have to
invite all three in for an interview. They fulfill all the criteria.”
“I know. I have to invite them,” said Šataník throwing up his arms in despair,” but how
I will communicate with them, I have no idea.”
What was wrong in this conversation between the personnel staff?

CHAPTER 1: Diversity communication in the workplace – conditions, context, practice

Absolutely everything. As part of their qualifications, the employees in charge of hiring new workers should have
completed a course in proper communication with people with disabilities. If that had indeed happened, the
previous discussion would never have occurred. If their employer did not allow them to complete such a course
and yet they are still faced with the problem of how to prepare for an interview or other working meeting with
PwD, they can at least become briefly familiar with the main principles of communication with people with
hearing, physical (motion) and visual impairments in Chapter 2 of this material.
1.3.2 Job interview
Unless these principles are managed and respected, an interview with a job applicant from among PwD can look
like this:
The telephone rings in the office of the secretary for human resources.
The secretary picks it up “Human Resources Department, please ...... what? ...
hammers? … What hammers? Oh, Mr. Hammers ... He’s in a wheelchair. I know. He’s
one of the candidates for the new position. Send him in.... He can’t reach the elevator?
... Why not? ... Yeah, there are stairs there. The boss forgot about them. Tell him to wait
at the reception desk. One of us will come get him. Okay? Thanks.”
The secretary gets up, knocks on the door of the manager, waits to hear the instruction
that she should “come in”, and then announces the news at the door without actually
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going in: “Sir, Mr. Hammers is here. The candidate in the wheelchair.”
“So what?” asked the office manager. “He can wait like everyone else.”
“Sure,” said the secretary continuing with the “good” news, “but he is not able to come
up alone.”
“He doesn’t know how to use an elevator?” By this time the manager was really
annoyed and wanted to put an end to the discussion.
“He can’t get to the elevator,” said the secretary with the slightest of knowing smiles.
“There are those three steps there.”
“Dammit,” could be heard coming out of the office. “We forgot about those three
The deputy head of the personnel department, who at that moment was having
a meeting with his boss, spoke up: “So let’s do the interview with him in the lobby
outside the reception desk. If we don’t hire him, we don’t have to worry about the
steps. We’ll have till the end of the month to take care of them.”
“That’s a good idea,” said the manager, pleased by his colleague’s idea. “Call the
reception desk that we will be right down, Mr. Hammers should wait for us there.”
It’s quite noisy and busy in the lobby. People are rushing about, arriving and
departing. The automatic entrance doors are constantly opening and closing and
an uncomfortable cold wind is blowing in. A few people are standing around at
the reception window waiting for someone from the staff to pick them up. They are
grateful that the man in the wheelchair is an object of distraction for them. But the
situation for him is in no way comparable. After about fifteen minutes two men in
suits appear on the steps out of the elevator. They walk straight up to the wheelchair
user. Before they had even reached him, one of the men familiarly shouts out, “good
afternoon. Your Mr. Hammers, aren’t you?”
Somewhat surprised, the man in the wheelchair answered: “Yes, I am.”
In the meantime the man in the suit reaches him, extends a hand and introduces
himself. “I am the head of the personnel department, Šataník. And this is my deputy,
Brož.” He indicates the second man in the suit and immediately continues. “We invited
you to an interview, but we still haven’t completely managed the accessibility problem,
because no one in a wheelchair has ever worked for us before. But don’t worry. If we
hire you, everything will be taken care of. Today, however, we have to improvise a little
and so do this interview here.”
Mr. Hammers looks around him in disbelief: “Here?”
The HR manager Šataník cuts him off: “Well, the setting is an intimate here, but we’ll
try to get through this interview quickly. We want to get right to it in finding out if you
know how to respond to unusual situations.” Šataník makes a short, important pause
and then smiles. “Of course, there was just a little joke... So let’s get to it.”
He turns to Brož: “You take notes, so we can put this interview in the database with the
rest of the applicants.”
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steps.”

Do you think “our” HR man elegantly handled this unpleasant situation? We highly recommend that you carefully
read this educational material rather than undergoing some training on proper communication with PwD. The
conduct of the HR staff in this situation was not only unethical but also illegal.
PwD must be given the same identical conditions during their interviews and other applicants have. The
interview must take place in an environment where they can concentrate and where they are basically
comfortable.
A model situation simulating the proper and improper way to manage interviews with applicants of various
disabilities can be found in the electronic version (DVD) of this material.3
At this point, we would like to note several common mistakes made by personnel staff or other managers during
their first contact with job seekers:

CHAPTER 1: Diversity communication in the workplace – conditions, context, practice

¨¨

A person with a disability is invited for an interview at a time different than other applicants or is invited
as the first or last of the applicants without any good reason.

¨¨

The interview with PwD is held in an environment different than what other applicants get (e.g. because
barriers prevent wheelchair users from getting to the room where the interviews are held)4.

¨¨

If a PwD arrives with a guide or interpreter of sign language, the HR employee talks to the guide about the
PwD in the third person (e.g. “…ask Mr. Novotny, whether he knows how to use a graphics program ....”)

¨¨

In an interview with a person with a hearing, or seeing disability, adequate lighting is not provided to
ensure that the hearing-impaired applicant can read lips, or the seeing-impaired can at least enjoy partial
visual perception.

¨¨

The HR staff does not provide enough time for disabled applicants (it is generally necessary to reserve
spare time for these interviews), resulting in stress that can significantly affect the communication skills of
the PwD and so distort the results of the interview.

¨¨

The interview is conducted in a negative atmosphere of searching for problems in applicants among the
disabled instead of objectively discovering their professional competence and being helpful in finding
ways to use these competencies.

All this can be characterized as discrimination.

1.4

STEP THREE – INFORMING LOWER MANAGEMENT THAT
PwD WILL BE JOINING THEIR RANKS
The process of employing PwD in “our” company has progressed to the stage where
the chosen worker with a disability, Mr. Barták, who is blind, has been hired and
now management faces the task of telling his future coworkers about him. The HR
manager Šataník summons the line managers Cupák and Berger, who will be Barták’s
immediate supervisors, to his office.
“Gentlemen, I would like to remind you that tomorrow our new employee Josef Barták,
who is blind, will start work here. Is everything ready for him?”

3
4

These videos are designated as MS 3, MS 4, MS 5, MS 6, MS 7, MS 8, MS 9, MS 10
If you would like to invite an applicant in a wheelchair to a job interview, it is necessary for somebody from the staff in charge to
personally go through the entire access route from the parking lot, maybe even a public transit stop, all the way up to the point of
the interview and make sure there are no obstructions. A suitably large parking space has to be prepared in the parking lot for PwD
in wheelchairs.
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“Nothing is ready,” says Berger annoyed. “No one has yet to tell us anything about it.”
Šataník is not pleased with the tone of voice he hears: “Well, I’m telling you now. Do
you have a desk, computer, locker ready for him?”
“I have no idea where to put him,” said Berger getting more annoyed. “Our offices are
full, there’s no room for a new person.”
“I have an idea,” interjects Cupák. “We can put him in the free room in the basement.
It’s warm and dry there. He will have it quiet, no one will bother him and he won’t
bother the other workers with his reading-assistance program.
“But there’s no window in there,” observed Šataník. “Just a skylight.”
“He still wouldn’t be able to see anything out the windows.”
Berger, however, was still angry: “And does anyone know if his reading program is
even compatible with our systems?”
“We’ll have to try it out when he comes with his laptop,” said Cupák, now trying to be
constructive. “But I’m worried that a full connection to the network won’t work.”
Šataník radically ends the discussion with the two line managers: “Well, you’ll just
have to work on it until you minimize all the restrictions.”
Berger, however, refuses to give in: “Boss, can you tell me why we are making things
so complicated for us. Why don’t we just hire somebody normal for the new position?”
The atmosphere in the office begins to thicken. Šataník, however, shows no hint of
emotion and chooses to terminate the conversation diplomatically: “Employing
people with disabilities is required by the law. And we’re outside the law right now. So
management has decided to gradually resolve the situation. And is blind person Mr.
Barták looks like he knows how to work with computers and that could be beneficial
for the company. We’ll see how he manages it. So whatever you can manage by
tomorrow, let’s do it to prepare for him. The rest we will fine-tune after he gets here.
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“Probably he won’t mind if he’s blind,” jested Cupák, trying to lighten up the situation.

As representatives of a company that wants to hire people with disabilities, what were the mistakes made by the
participants in the previous interview? Here is a list of them:

CHAPTER 1: Diversity communication in the workplace – conditions, context, practice

¨¨

Jobs for people with disabilities have to be prepared in advance and in direct collaboration with the new
employee with disabilities. Certainly not at the last moment.

¨¨

An employee with disabilities cannot be excluded from working with the rest of the team and therefore
put him somewhere alone so he “doesn’t bother the others”. Such a situation would be very unpleasant
even for a person without any disability. For PwD, who are starting to work in a new position in unfamiliar
surroundings and therefore need the help of coworkers, such a situation is extremely stressful.

¨¨

As stated previously, it is necessary for all members of management who will be in any contact or relation
to employees with disabilities to be at least familiar with the basic principles of communication with PwD
and give them assistance. If this had happened for the case we described, Mr. Cupák would not have been
able to propose sitting a new blind employee in the basement without any windows. Even though the
idea that blind people do not perceive movement in their surroundings precisely because they cannot
see, is one of the false myths. The opposite is true. Most seeing impaired people have certain visual cues.
In addition, they perceive the atmosphere with other senses.

¨¨

The HR manager Šataník is taking a very sad approach to the issue of diversity in the workplace with his
reasoning why the company must employ PwD. Being in compliance with the law can be a motivating
factor, but company management should want to try to use the full potential of the benefits from
employing specific PwD. And in this spirit he should try to motivate his line managers and PwD coworkers
themselves. In addition, personnel staff should never refer to an employee with disabilities as abnormal
unless they have grounds to. It is the beginning of poor communication that denies the basic principles
of diversity.

To see how the conversation should have gone, have a look at the electronic version (DVD) of the material.5

1.5

STEP FOUR – PUTTING NEW EMPLOYEES WITH DISABILITIES TO WORK
IN THE WORKPLACE

When corporate management found a suitable employee with a disability and prepared the right working
conditions for him, there is little ceremony about it from the point of view of the PwD, rather a moment of
dread: he is introduced to the workplace. This is an important moment, because it can affect the interpersonal
relationships in the workplace for a relatively long time and therefore the performance of the staff, including the
new employee with the disability.
This process can be divided up into two parts. The first of them could be called the formal process. This involves the
initial interview of the line manager with the PwD – basic information about the conditions of his new workplace,
work safety, learning the fire regulations, specifying in the use of assistive and communication aids, including
special software, etc.
The second part is the actual introduction of the new PwD to his new workplace, introducing him to his coworkers,
establishing the principles of communication and cooperation.
1.5.1 Formalities
Let us have another look at our model company to see how the first part of the first day, the formal part, is going
for the new PwD. This time we chose the example of a worker with a hearing impairment.

The new employee with the hearing impairment is Mrs. Nováková and she is walking
down a long corridor with high ceilings to her new workplace. Walking towards her is
5

viz modelová situace MS 12
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the HR officer Šataník and Mr. Berger, the line manager and her immediate supervisor.
“Hello Mrs. Nováková,” begins the HR officer. “I would like to welcome you here and
introduce you to your new immediate supervisor, Mr. Berger. He will discuss with
you all the matters concerning the start of your employment here. I’m off to see the
managing director.”
“Pleased to meet you,” says Mrs. Nováková with somewhat unnatural intonation and
shakes hands with Mr. Berger.
He immediately strikes up a conversation: “The same here. Everything is crazy around
here today, but we have to solve some basic formalities.” He talks quickly, nervously,
in loud voices. Everything sounds confusing. Berger continues apace: “First of all: I
need you to sign these instructions on our safety regulations. For your work it’s just a
formality. You shouldn’t stick your fingers in electrical sockets, which you know, and if
the siren starts wailing, you have to evacuate to keep from burning... That’s also clear.
Second: Work tasks. Today you will meet your coworkers, there’s a meeting in my office
at 9:30, at 10 you have to go to Personnel to take care of some formalities there and....
What else do we have here...” he says and pauses for a moment. He leafs through the
papers he has. Suddenly, without lifting his eyes from the papers, he adopts an easygoing, almost friendly tone. “What did you think about the football yesterday? Did
you watch?” But then just as suddenly he goes back to his nervous list of tasks.
“Well, as soon as you feel settled in, have a look in the accounting department with
your new colleague Mr. Kováč. One of their computers is out today. Well ...that’ll be all
for today. Is everything clear?”
Mrs. Nováková was intently focused on Mr. Berger the whole time, now she’s looking
at him confused. She shakes her head no. “I’m sorry, but I couldn’t understand you
with all the noise. Could you please put these tasks down in writing for me?”
Berger rolls his eyes: “In writing? Good Lord! If I had to do that for everyone, I’d go
crazy.” He raises his voice and begins to overly articulate. “So listen carefully. Meeting
in my office at 9:30. At 10 go to HR and then accompany Mr. Kováč to accounting to
fix the computer. Is that clear?”
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his voice resonates in the large corridor, other people are passing by them talking

Nováková nods her head: “Yes.”
Berger continues to articulate in an exaggerated manner: “Great. Now sign for me
here these instructions on our safety regulations and I will take you to your workplace.”
Nováková, however, is not ready to sign: “Excuse me, but I would like to read these
regulations first. Maybe it could be a little problem for me with a fire. I don’t know how
loud your fire alarm is. If I will even be able to hear it.”
Berger again rolls his eyes. “Mrs. Nováková, don’t complicate things for me. I have
a meeting with the managing director in 15 minutes and I can’t let you into the
workplace without you first signing these instructions. If you want to read them,

CHAPTER 1: Diversity communication in the workplace – conditions, context, practice

head over to the first floor to our safety officer Mr. Hrouda. He’ll lend you a copy of the
regulations to study. But now I need you to sign them so we can get them out of the
way. Understand?”
Nováková obviously does not know what to do. She thinks for a moment and then
finally signs them.
“Thank you. Now let’s go to your workplace,” says Berger ending the conversation.
This is exactly how the first day at work for a new employee with a disability should not look. Unfortunately, the
experience of PwD, mainly in smaller companies, suggests this manner is not uncommon. So what was wrong in
the preceding conversation in “our” company?
First, members of lower management represented here by Mr. Berger were not instructed in how to communicate
with people with hearing problems. All the intense rushing about made the basic flaws worse. Mr. Berger
committed several errors::
¨¨

He did not maintain eye contact in his communication with a hearing-impaired person. This condition is
vital for lip-reading. Our ministory shows that Mrs. Nováková also made an error in not pointing this out
to Mr. Berger.

¨¨

In an effort to create an informal approach, he added the subject of football to the conversation. But he
did not indicate to Mrs. Nováková that he was changing the subject. For hearing-impaired people to lipread well, they must know the subject. When the other party changes the subject, they must inform the
hearing-impaired person of it.

¨¨

He forced Mrs. Nováková to sign a statement that she had been instructed in occupational health and
safety without giving her the chance to read the appropriate information material or have someone
instruct her in it.

You will find model situations re-creating similarly unpleasant first days on the job for workers with seeing
impairments, mobility limitations, and this worker with hearing impairments in the electronic version (DVD) of
this educational material.6 Likewise, there you will find examples of how these situations are dealt with properly
in the spirit of the principles of diversity communication.
1.5.2 The actual introduction of the PwD to the new workplace
For the second part of this procedure, which involves actually introducing the new worker with a disability into
his new workplace, to his coworkers, and establishing the principles of communication and cooperation, we have
chosen the example of a worker with visual disabilities.
The door to the computer room in the IT department opens and the department head
Mr. Berger enters with his new employee, the seeing-impaired Mr. Barták.
“Greetings everyone,” Berger shouts out. With one hand he closes the door and with
6

These videos are marked as MS 13, MS 14, MS 15, MS 16, MS 17, MS 18
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the other he grabs Mr. Barták by the arm and rushes him into the room. “So here you
are, ladies and gentlemen, I bring you reinforcements.”
Mr. Barták is an experienced programmer. As you can see, he’s blind. But the less he
sees, the better he programs. So sit him somewhere and get him started on some tasks
so he can get to work as soon as possible.”
One of the programmers gives him a strange look. “Where should we put him? Nobody
told us anything specific about any of this.”
“And what would you like to hear then? Put Mr. Barták anywhere there’s space and he
can get wired up. Maybe there at the table.”
other programmers. “There’s no light there, but that shouldn’t bother Mr. Barták,
because he still can’t see, and the farther he is away from the others, the less the voice
output of his computer will bother them,” he said turning to Barták and rhetorically
asking, “Am I right, Mr. Barták?”
“Not really,” said Barták. “My voice output will be heard only in my headset, so I
certainly won’t bother my coworkers even if I’m sitting next to them. And closer
contact from the beginning would probably be better. So that my coworkers can have
a look at my display if necessary and we can discuss it.”
“So agree on that between yourselves. Organization here is not my concern,” said
Berger trying to close the debate.
“I also need to write down how everything here in the office looks, where the furniture
is located, who sits where...,” continued Barták.
By this point Berger is clearly nervous. “Mr. Barták, I’ve already told you that I have a
meeting with the managing director now. Surely you can manage these little details
with your new coworkers. For now, get settled in and good luck in your new job!
Goodbye for now and if you need anything, you know where to find me...”
“Unfortunately, I don’t know where,” said Barták, taming Berger’s enthusiasm that he
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Berger points in the direction of a table in a dark corner somewhat apart from the

had finally disposed of this issue for today. “I suppose that if that becomes the case,
someone will bring me to you. But what we really have to settle as soon as possible
now is hooking up my laptop to your corporate network. I have several applications
in it for the visually-impaired, which you probably don’t have here, and they will help
me a lot in my work.”
All the programmers look at each other sheepishly until one of them finally speaks
up. “Well, that will probably be a problem. The firewall here is set up only for our
computers. Hooking up a private laptop will require permission from the network
administrator. And if that interferes with our network and causes some information
leak, then I don’t know who’s going to answer for that.”

CHAPTER 1: Diversity communication in the workplace – conditions, context, practice

“But I already talked about this with the HR department before signing my employment
contract,” says Barták, “and I was told that it was no problem. My laptop will get a
proper check and then connected. After that I will get a company laptop so there
won’t be any problems with data protection.”
“I believe you,” says the programmer. “But nobody told us anything, nor has anything
been arranged with the network administrator. As far as I know.”
“Nothing was arranged,” Berger had to admit. “Unfortunately we had a little collapse
in communication here between the various levels of management. But we’ll resolve
it quickly enough. Till then, let’s get on the ball.”
Maybe you are shaking your head in disapproval. This type of situation simply cannot work in any company
or institution. Unfortunately, this model situation, like all the previous and subsequent ones, has been slightly
stylized according to the actual experience of certain PwD. Let’s try to point out all the mistakes made by the
people in this model situation.
Like a red thread weaving throughout the entire teaching material, one of the most important prerequisites for
the successful integration of a new employee with disabilities into the workforce is a minimum of basic training
for middle and line managers and future coworkers of the PwD on the principles of good communication. In
our case, neither Berger, as the direct supervisor of the seeing-impaired employee, nor his future coworkers,
were instructed in these principles. Otherwise, Berger would not have used the word “blind” in the conversation,
because it’s pejorative. Right at the start he should have introduced Barták to all of his new coworkers with a
description of where they have their desks and a general layout of the office and its furnishings, as well as the
location of his desk and any possible obstacles.
Even though he is a supervisor, Berger downplayed the questions of a seeing-impaired employee by fobbing
him off on his new coworkers, who have no information about the situation. To solve any other problems, he told
Barták to visit him in his office without even bothering to explain to him where his office actually is.
The conclusion of the model situation confirms the poor communication between individual levels of management
and ordinary workers. In the given case, it may be the signal that the issue of employing PwD is not a priority for
the company at all levels of management. We have already highlighted this problem in the first step (Chapter 1.2):
The reality is that a diverse environment in the workplace cannot be created without the support of all
levels of management.
A model situation re-creating a similarly unpleasant introduction of a new PwD employee to the workplace in
hearing-impaired or restricted mobility variants can be found in the electronic version of this educational material
(DVD). You will likewise find examples on how to properly manage this situation in the spirit of the principles of
diversity communication.7
7

These are model situations MS 19, MS 20, MS 21, MS 22, MS 23, MS 24
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1.6

STEP FIVE – CONTINUOUS MONITORING OF THE WORKINGS OF
THE PRINCIPLES OF DIVERSITY COMMUNICATION WITH A PwD
EMPLOYEE IN HIS WORKPLACE

For example:
1) Are there any problems in the working communication between PwD workers and their associates?
2) Are there problems in production (or in other outputs of the workplace) caused by errors in communication
between PwD and their coworkers? What is the frequency and severity?
3) How does the communication work between the immediate supervisor and PwD? Do special methods
need to be chosen when assigning tasks to a PwD worker? If so, to what extent do these methods
complicate the supervisor’s job, or those of other employees?
4) Did a PwD employee require special privileges compared to other employees? Did he need more breaks
during working hours, a lowering of the standard, etc.? If so, did the PwD fulfill these modified conditions?
5) How do the immediate coworkers view any privileges for the PwD? Are they understanding or do they
consider it to be positive discrimination?
6) Does a PwD employee show a higher incidence of sickness than other employees? If so, by what
percentage? Has this factor leveled off or is it growing? How are the coworkers of the PwD coping with
this situation? Are they understanding or do they grumble that they must work for the PwD?
7) Did the workplace require any technical or organizational modifications for the PwD during the monitored
period? How much did these modifications cost? What did the coworkers of the PwD think about them?
8) What effect has the presence of PwD had on personal relationships in the workplace? Is the PwD viewed
positively or negatively by his surroundings? Are the coworkers of the PwD willing to help in an area that
is not directly related to the work process? E.g. bringing coffee from a vending machine in the hallway,
helping a seeing-impaired coworker to clean a stain on his shirt caused while pouring a beverage, helping
wheelchair users get over a poorly dug trench on the way to work, etc.?
9) Do PwD workers take part in events focused on teambuilding? Are the conditions required for PwD kept
in mind in organizing these events so that they can become really and actively involved?
10) Is the potential of the PwD employee somehow capitalized on for the direct economic benefits of the
company? E.g. the modification of a particular product for the needs of PwD and introducing it on the
market, expanding services specifically focused on clients with some kind of disability or special needs
– e.g. a contact point where sign language can be used for communication? Is it possible to quantify
this benefit? Or does it involve an unquantifiable matter for the needs of PR and the overall image of the
company/institution in the field of CSR? In this case, evaluate it according to the scale of the importance
of this activity.
8

Intact = In this sense, people without disabilities
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If a diversity environment were entrenched in a company or institution, the initial steps towards implementing
it in the previous sections of this educational material would still not be enough, because it is also important
to continuously monitor whether the principles of diversity communication are being observed over the long
term. Ideally this monitoring should take place on two levels. There is the formal level (in a nice sense of the
word) that provides a statistical method for evaluating the progress of implementing diversity and its everyday
application. It should involve innovation and modification regarding the principles implemented to enforce
practices and initiatives, whether by PwD or their intact8 coworkers and supervisors, in order to improve or
extend the diversity component of the behavioral aspects of the company or institution, etc. A questionnaire
involving the key moments of diversity communication and the activities associated with it can be used for this
purpose. Qualifications can be rated on a scale of 1 to 10, where individual respondents assign a specific value to
individual questions corresponding to their opinion about the fulfillment of the principle of diversity behavior.
These questions should relate to specific areas both from the perspective of the work process and teamwork and
the overall atmosphere in the workplace where PwD are employed.

11) Was the PwD worker given the opportunity for career growth? In what time perspective? What is the level
of the attempt of the PwD worker to meet the requirements and achieve this career growth?
The interview with the PwD worker can include his own self-evaluation. How does he himself see his position in
the company? Is he able to manage his tasks without problems, with problems, or can he manage them (why
not?)? How does he see the personal relationships in the workplace? Does he think that he is giving his employer
some added value which perhaps was not originally expected? What would he change in the running of the
company/institution, etc.?
And other questions according to the actual situation in the company or institution.
The evaluation interviews should always be conducted individually. It is very important to deal with
these issues separately with the PwD and separately with the other employees.
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This applies even if it seems that the long-term relationships in the workplace are trouble-free and both sides are
mutually helpful.9
The second part of the evaluation should be informal. It can consist of an informal chat conducted by the employee
from Personnel responsible for employing PwD with both PwD workers and their coworkers and supervisors. It is
good in this section to combine a general discussion, managed only to the extent absolutely necessary, between
all stakeholders, and individual interviews with both PwD and their coworkers and supervisors. Sometimes
interesting are the opinions of employees from other departments who only occasionally come into contact with
the PwD employee being evaluated. This informal part of the evaluation should not duplicate sets of questions
asked in the context of the formal part, rather it should be supplementary. It should reveal generally difficult to
define and predict facts specific to the workplace, given by the area of work and non-work relationships, teamwork
and communication between all levels of management, etc. Bring new inspiration for the implementation of the
principles of diversity in the company.
If the formal part of the evaluation reveals certain problems, this second part of the evaluation should then
become an open platform for seeking solutions to the identified problems.
In general, it is strongly recommended, for the case of regular evaluations, whether in the formal or informal
part, to resolve any identified problems involving the employment of PwD quickly. Do not expect that people
will get used to them and the problems will go away by themselves. Unless it concerns qualifications or working
deficiencies stemming from the poor working fiber of the PwD (which must be solved by conventional procedures
just as with intact employees), it is recommended that these issues be addressed through an open discussion
with all employees and at least the closest supervisors in the given workplace.

SUMMARY:
In case of problems identified in the regular evaluation of the implementation of the principles of
diversity, or even during normal communication in the interim between evaluations, it is necessary to
swiftly conduct an open discussion with a representative manager of the company or institution with all
workers on the jobsite (both intact and OZP) and their immediate supervisors and together search for a
solution.
Note:
The above 11 evaluation points of the formal evaluation, as well as recommendations for the informal part of the evaluation,
are only recommended principles. Every company, or institution, must determine them, and if necessary add their own specific
conditions. The resulting evaluation criteria will form part of its know-how. It can be shared with other entities in the event of interest.

9

Samples of the correct and incorrect course of the interview in the formal evaluation of compliance with the principles of diversity
in the workplace can be found in the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material in scenarios MS 25, MS 26, MS 27, MS 28
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Chapter 2
General principles of diversity communication and giving proper
assistance to persons with disabilities – basic theory
PERSONS WITH HEARING IMPAIRMENTS

Persons with hearing impairments can be easily divided into the following:
Hard of hearing – persons with reduced auditory perception; by using hearing aids they are able to perceive
sounds and human speech to varying degrees. They mostly know spoken language and use it to communicate
with the support of lip-reading. However, they can also communicate in Czech sign language or in signed Czech.
Deaf (pre-lingual deaf) – persons who suffered hearing loss before birth or during the period before they
developed spoken language. Their speech may not be fully developed and can be difficult to understand, they
mostly use sign language to communicate. They can also use signed Czech and lip-reading.
Deaf (post-lingual deaf) – persons who suffered hearing loss in the period after the development of spoken
language or in adulthood. Their spoken language can gradually deteriorate, but is still understandable. Deaf
people mostly communicate by speaking and lip-reading; they can also learn signed Czech, or even Czech sign
language.
The border between the deaf and hearing-impaired cannot be accurately determined. Every person with a
hearing impairment tends to hear sounds differently. Some perceive higher notes better, others deeper ones. The
talent for language is also individual. Hearing aids are not for everyone and therefore are not always used even if
it helps the listener to hear. On the other hand, other individuals could not imagine life without them.

Classification of hearing disorders
Bulová (in Pipeková, 1998) lists several divisions of hearing impairments. According to the period of time, they
are divided into congenital (heredity, caused by disease in pregnancy, etc.) and acquired (caused by infection,
trauma in individuals, the effects of meningitis etc.).
Depending on the auditory defects, they are divided into central (caused by damage to the central nervous
system of the ear mechanism) and peripheral (localized in the outer, middle or inner ear and in the auditory
nerve). Peripheral defects are further divided into conductive, perceptual and mixed.
A conductive defect is caused by various obstructions that prevent the transfer of sound waves to the inner ear.
The obstruction may therefore be in the outer or middle ear. The auditory system in the inner ear is not damaged.
It can be said that people with this defect hear little but understand what is being said. Sound is not distorted,
only weakened.
Perceptual defects are caused by damage to the inner ear or auditory nerve. Unlike conductive defects, the
transfer of sound is not only damaged but is also distorted, resulting in vague and unintelligible sounds for people
with this condition, even though they can hear. Amplifying the sound will therefore not help, because sound for
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2.1

people with this defect is unintelligible, regardless of how loud it is. For this type of defect, we can say that the
afflicted individual hears but does not understand.
Mixed defects are a combination of the two previous types.
Degrees of hearing defects – Bulová (in Pipeková 1998)
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¨¨

Hearing loss
- Light (20-40 db hearing loss)
- Medium (40-70 dB)
- Heavy (70-90 db)

¨¨

Deafness
- Complete (total) – complete hearing loss
- Practical – some so-called residual hearing remains

¨¨

Hard of hearing – hearing loss over the course of life (after age 7)

Communication forms of hearing-impaired persons
(in accordance with Act No. 384/2008 Coll., on communication systems for deaf and deafblind people)

Czech sign language10
Czech sign language is the basic communication system for hearing-impaired people in the Czech Republic,
which they themselves consider their main form of communication.
Czech sign language is a natural and fully developed communication system composed of specific visual-motion
aids, i.e. hand shapes, their position and movements, facial expressions, position of the head and upper torso.
Czech sign language has the basic attributes of language, i.e. symbolism, systemic, dual structure, productivity,
distinctiveness and historical dimension, and it is standardized in lexical and grammatical terms.

Communication systems based on the Czech language
Speaking and lip-reading. This form is used mostly by the hard of hearing and postlingual deaf. Lip-reading is
the ability to see speech through movements of the mouth.11
Signed Czech uses the grammatical means of Czech, which is both voiced or unvoiced articulation. Individual
signs taken from Czech sign language are indicated with the hand in motion and in position together with
individual Czech words.12 Signed Czech in tactile (haptic, touch) form can be used as a communication system for
deafblind people who speak Czech.
The finger alphabet13 uses formalized and established positions of the fingers and palm of one hand or the
fingers and palms of both hands to show the individual letters of the Czech alphabet. The finger alphabet is used
mainly to express foreign words, technical terms, or other concepts. The finger alphabet in a tactile form can be
used as a communication system for deafblind persons.
The visualization of spoken Czech is the distinct articulation of individual Czech words in the mouth to enable
or facilitate lip-reading by people who understand the Czech language and prefer lip-reading as their means of
communication.

10
11
12
13

In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenario 12
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenarios 16, 17, 18, 19
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenario 13
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenarios 14, 15
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Systems based on the Czech language used mainly for deafblind people
The Lorms alphabet is a touch-palm alphabet where individual letters are characterized by established
movements and touches performed on the palm and fingers of the recipient of the message.
Dactylography is communicating with large block letters in the palm of the hand of the recipient of the message.
Using the tactile form, Braille letters make it possible to display the letters of the alphabet with a set of touches
of two fingers of one hand or more fingers of both hands by the recipient of the message using the Braille code.
Tactile lip-reading is based on the perception of speech by using the palpation of the vibrations made in the
vocal cords of the speaker.
The Tadoma vibration method is based on the perception of speech using the palpation of the vibrations
made in the vocal cords, the movements of the lower jaw, lips and cheeks of the speaker.

ASSISTIVE AND COMMUNICATION TOOLS
Tools to facilitate the perception of speech:
¨¨

Cochlear implant – an electronic auditory aid that invokes auditory sensations using the direct electrical
stimulation of the auditory nerve fibers. The device transfers all sounds of the environment to the auditory
nerve and the user must learn to distinguish and filter them.

Tools to facilitate the perception of speech (used by persons with residual hearing):
¨¨

Hearing aids – their function is to amplify sound and thus achieve the maximum use of residual hearing):

¨¨

Personal amplifiers – a tool that amplifies sound from televisions, radios or other electronic sources and
transfers it to the headset.

¨¨

Connection for infrared and radio transfer – makes it possible to transfer sound remotely. It consists
of a kit containing a microphone with a radio or infrared transmitter and a receiver. The receivers go
into the pocket and are connected to headphones (portable listening set) or they are directly built into
a suspended hearing aid (radio hearing aid). Links to radio transmitters are more suitable for outdoor
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A written record of speech is the transfer of speech into written form in real time. For the needs of the deafblind,
the written record contains enlarged text or Braille letters.

movements (up to 100 m). Interference in infrared transmissions can be caused by strong sources of heat
such as heaters, sunlight or fluorescent bulbs.
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¨¨

Induction loop – a device that creates a magnetic field in a room that changes as sound is captured
by a microphone or fed into it from other electronic sources (TV, radio, CD player, etc.). Listening via an
inductive loop is significantly better than conventional hearing aids, especially in the theater, cinema or
at school.

¨¨

Aids for enhanced telephone listening – these can be directly in the phone, where an integrated
amplifier is installed, allowing the volume to be adjusted as desired; another option is an additional sound
amplifier for the phone, an adapter for the headset amplifying sound or magnetic field.

Other assistive resources:
¨¨

Light signals (bell, phone, audio or crying child). Frequently used radio connection between the
control unit and receiver. Some types allow visual resolution to signal certain sounds and actions.

Tools facilitating the gathering of information:
¨¨

Television technology (television, closed captioning)

¨¨

Computers

¨¨

Multimedia programs

¨¨

Internet (E-mail, Skype, ICQ, chat applications, web camera, etc.)

¨¨

Signaling devices (bell, light signaling of sound)

¨¨

Vibration and light alarm clocks, watches and timers for people with hearing disabilities

¨¨

Assistance dog (cat) – learns how to respond to sounds

¨¨

Vibro-tactile aids – e.g. vibrating alarm clock

¨¨

Text telecommunications (mobile phone – SMS, writing telephone, fax, computer with internet,...)

INTERPRETATION
Interpretation is communication between two languages, involving the transmission of information between
partners communicating from one language into another.
In the case of interpreting for the hearing-impaired, the interpreter creates a bridge of communication between
the two parties – the hearing and non-hearing. The job of the interpreter is to translate the entire content
of the spoken language into Czech sign language and vice versa (does not add or skip any information,
nor simplifies it).
The interpreter always ensures that the hearing-impaired party can follow his or her speech in sign language
while “assisting” by lip-reading the hearing speaker. This puts the interpreter in a sort of triangle. The interpreter
stands next to the hearing party opposite the hearing-impaired party.
The interpreter is obliged to observe the Code of Ethics.
(Code of Ethics – see http://www.cktzj.com/eticky-kodex)
There are several types of interpreting:
¨¨

Interpreting Czech sign language

¨¨

Interpreting signed Czech

¨¨

Visualization of spoken Czech (articulatory interpretation)

¨¨

Interpreting for deafblind people
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Practical guidelines for communicating with people with hearing disabilities – in general:
Do not be afraid to communicate with them, be polite and helpful in the conversation.

¨¨

Let the hearing-impaired person choose the communication means; prior to the conversation, ask what
means that person would like to use – speaking and lip-reading, writing or using sign language, maybe
signed Czech.

¨¨

Respect the personality of the hearing-impaired person, respect his or her communication preferences,
respect the several distinctions of hearing-impaired culture.

¨¨

Establish eye contact: at the beginning of the conversation, make eye contact immediately and if your
partner is not looking at you in the conversation, then lightly touch him or her on the shoulder, arm or
forearm, and wait until the situation is completely in focus before beginning to speak.14

¨¨

Always maintain eye contact during the conversation – looking away from the conversation without
providing prior notice is impolite.

¨¨

Use natural facial expressions and gestures (nothing exaggerated or stiff ).

¨¨

If possible, use paper and pencil, computer or mobile telephone.15

¨¨

In written communication, remember that Czech is a foreign language for most hearing-impaired people.
Therefore, use short and clear communication, avoid complex sentences and the use of foreign words or
borrowed expressions.

The principles of communicating with people using oral communication
Ensure the conditions are appropriate for lip-reading:
¨¨

Keep in mind that lip-reading requires adequate lighting.

¨¨

Do not stand with your back to the light source –window, lamp, sun – where the face of the speaker is
shaded, because the person lip-reading cannot see the mouth of the speaker.16

¨¨

Maintain a reasonable distance; for effective lip-reading the best distance is 1 – 2 m.17

¨¨

To help with lip-reading, the level of the speaker and lip-reader should be about the same height (both
seated, both standing, etc.).18

¨¨

Choose a quiet place for the conversation; excessive traffic may deteriorate the auditory perception
through hearing aids and so impair understanding of the spoken word.

¨¨

When speaking, face the person you are speaking to and try to maintain constant eye contact – if the
speaker turns away or bows his or her head, they will not be understood = their mouths will not be
visible.19

¨¨

Do not cover your mouth, put your hands in front of your mouth, or eat during a conversation with
somebody lip-reading – chewing gum, cigarettes, beards, mustaches covering the lips, all this makes it
difficult to lip-read.20

Manner of speaking:
¨¨

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Speak clearly, with the natural pace and natural rhythm of speech (not too quickly, not too slowly, no
chanting, etc.).21

In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenarios 9, 68
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenario 80
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenario 1
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenarios 2, 3, 69
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenarios 4 a 5
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenarios 6, 7
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenario 8
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenarios 22, 23
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¨¨
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¨¨

Inform the lip-reading person in advance of the topic of conversation you will be speaking about or if it
changes.22

¨¨

Carefully articulate, but do not overdo it.

¨¨

Shouting or raising your voice does not improve understanding, rather the opposite.

¨¨

Use well-known words, simple sentences, do not use complex expressions, foreign words, irony (which
depends on the tone of speech, which lip-readers cannot recognize).23

¨¨

For any misunderstanding in information, repeat that information again – if possible, use other words or
different sentence structures (do not repeat the same thing over and over again).

¨¨

To verify that the hearing-impaired person understood the information, do not generally ask, “Did you
understand?” rather ask specifically – e.g. ask the lip-reader to repeat the place and time of the meeting.24

¨¨

Use natural language (not too spare, not too flowery) corresponding to your situation.

¨¨

Remain calm and do not get upset, do not increase tensions between the communicating parties (maintain
your composure even if the conversation is not proceeding absolutely smoothly and sometimes you may
have to repeat yourself several times – the possibility may exist to write this information down).25

When lip-reading in a group:
¨¨

Before anyone starts talking, they should let the others know that they will start speaking.26

¨¨

Only one person must speak at all times.27

¨¨

Observe the correct spatial arrangement – the best is a circle.28

¨¨

If the lip-reader does not understand, do not tell that person that you will explain it later – he or she is also
a participant in the conversation and has a right to the information at that moment.29

The principles of communicating with people using communication in Czech sign language
The principles for communicating with an interpreter:
¨¨

Speak directly to the hearing-impaired person and look at him or her, never turn to the interpreter.

¨¨

Do not talk about a hearing-impaired person in the third person in their presence.

¨¨

Avoid comments like, “Don’t tell him that.” “Explain it to him later.” “I would be very interested to know
where you learned sign language.” Interpreters must follow a code of ethics that says they must interpret
everything you say.

¨¨

Do not talk too quickly; allow the interpreter to interpret everything.

¨¨

The interpreter should always stand beside the hearing person doing the speaking, never next to the
hearing-impaired person.30

Sources:
Educational material of the project Diversity for Persons with Disabilities (CVIV, 2011 www.diverzitaproozp.cz)
Website http://www.kompone.cz/index.html
Act No. 384/2008 Coll., on communication systems for hearing-impaired and deafblind people

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenarios 71, 72
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenarios 73, 74, 75, 76
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenarios 77, 78
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenarios 79, 80
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenarios 81, 82
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenarios 24, 25
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenarios 10, 83, 84
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenarios 85, 86
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenario 20
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2.2

PERSONS WITH PHYSICAL DISABILITIES (MOBILITY AND DEXTERITY DISORDERS)

Classification of mobility disorders
Central palsy – damage to the brain, spinal cord
paresis – partial;

¨¨

spastic – spasmodic;

¨¨

quadrant – all extremities;

¨¨

para –bottom half

¨¨

plegia – complete;

¨¨

hypotonic – reduced muscle tension

¨¨

hemi – left or right side;

DMO – cerebral palsy
cerebral palsy with traumatic paralysis
¨¨

brain damage – compression, bruising, bleeding, in 1/10 of cases associating with epilepsy, left-sided
hemi – aphasia;

¨¨

spinal injury:
lumbar + sacral region of the back → paraplegia (paralysis of the lower half of the body) – 9 cases out
of 10, cervical spine → quadriplegia (complete or partial paralysis of all four limbs and trunk) – 1 in 10;

peripheral paralysis
¨¨

breakage or crushing of the peripheral nerves, mostly traumatically, altered mobility and muscle
strength;
deformation
¨¨

malformed parts of the bod;

progressive muscular dystrophy – myopathy
¨¨

degenerative muscle breakdown caused by a chromosomal disorder, sensitivity and normal intellect
retained; problems: impaired motor skills, activities of organs (heart weakness, shallow breathing,
digestive problems), weak bones – frequent fractures

malformations and amputation
¨¨
¨¨

malformations = congenital defect – misshapen;
amputation = removal of part of the body due to trauma or surgery;

THE MOST COMMONLY USED ASSISTIVE TOOLS
Assistive tools:
¨¨

elbow crutches,

¨¨

walker,

¨¨

electric wheelchair.

¨¨

crutches,

¨¨

mechanical wheelchair,

Practical guidelines for communicating with persons with physical disabilities
Making contact:
¨¨

without prejudice,

¨¨

normal tone of voice,

¨¨

facing people with disabilities, i.e. face to face,

¨¨

observing the normal rules of behavior and habits as in other situations,
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¨¨

Conditions of communications:
¨¨

accept a person with disabilities as an equal communication partner,

¨¨

if possible, try to position yourself so that the faces of the communicating parties are at the same level,31

¨¨

when communicating, do not lean against the wheelchair, do not play with any assistive aid, etc.,

¨¨

if communication aids are necessary, modify the conditions for mutual communication for any wiring up
necessary for communicators, etc.

Communication rules:
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¨¨

do not underestimate PwD, you have to be more patient in communication,

¨¨

when talking to wheelchair users, do not be afraid to use words associated with walking – going, coming,
leaving,

¨¨

communicate face to face 32

Offer to help:
¨¨

adequate, natural,33

¨¨

listen, ask how you can help,

¨¨

do not impose help,

Errors in communication and providing assistance:
¨¨

unexpected grasp of the individual or wheelchair or other mobility aids,34

¨¨

leaning on the wheelchair or improperly handling it,

¨¨

showing excessive empathy.

¨¨

placing assistive devices out of the reach of PwD,

¨¨

using inappropriate words related to movement –”Come,” etc.,

An important prerequisite for proper communication is the respect for diversity – various physical disabilities
manifest themselves in very different ways.
Basic guidelines for communicating with people with physical disabilities in the workplace

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

¨¨

Basically communicate with the person with the physical disability and not to any guide or assistant.35

¨¨

For any necessary changes or the need to change the workplace, explain to the person with a physical
disability what is specifically needed and ask him or her to say whether and how any help with movement
can be offered. Most physically disabled people can exactly describe the means for this.36

¨¨

Always see to it that a worker with a physical disability has the necessary assistive device within reach. This
increases the sense of their assuredness.37

¨¨

When cleaning work needs to be performed in a workplace where a person with a physical disability is
working, find out whether he or she needs to move in order not to complicate things for them (e.g. wet
floor). It is also possible to ask a person with a physical disability to take a break so that any cleaning or
moving work can be done while they are absent.38

¨¨

You should also make sure that a worker with a physical disability has the proper assistive means for
travel by car. The employer should make sure that the “wheelchair user” has his or her wheelchair and any
necessary personal assistance available for the journey.

In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenario 26 and 27
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenario 28 and 29
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenario 40
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenario. 87
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenario 30 and 31
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenario 32
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenario 36
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenario 33
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¨¨

For longer stays in a separate workplace, find out if there are any obstacles in the workplace and
surroundings that might prevent the independent movement of a worker with a physical disability and
remove them, or ensure there are means for calling for immediate assistance.

¨¨

Try to make every effort so that a worker with a physical disability is not confined to monotonous work
and if necessary, arrange more frequent breaks for movement, changing seats, positions, etc.

¨¨

For dining with other workers in the company canteen, find out informally whether the worker with a
disability is able to cut his or her food and eat. Do not offer help immediately, just show that you are
willing to help and wait to see if the worker with a physical disability asks for it.

Some of the obstacles that often complicate the lives of people with disabilities of the musculoskeletal
system:
¨¨

Rough transit surface or sidewalk.39

¨¨

Automatic or self-closing doors that close too quickly or with too much force.41

¨¨

High mounted partitions / windows (e.g. at the post office, railway station).43

¨¨

Narrow parking space.45

¨¨

Insufficient width of entrances into offices and spaces (e.g. door to WC).40

¨¨

High location of the control buttons for the elevator – wheelchair users cannot reach them.42

¨¨

High threshold for the doors.44

¨¨

Too low a chair or sofa where a person with a musculoskeletal disability should sit (e.g. moving about with
crutches or cane).46

¨¨

Smooth (wet) floor.47

Numerous other negligible obstacles from the point of view of intact people..

39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenario 44
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenario 41
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenario 42
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenario 43
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenarios 28 and 29
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenario 90
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenario 88 and 89
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenario 34 and 35
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenario 33
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In situations of personal hygiene, wait in particular for the worker with a physical disability to ask for help. If
the workplace does not have suitable barrier-free facilities, then at least provide enough space where acts of
personal hygiene can be performed.

2.3

PERSONS WITH VISUAL DISABILITIES

Types and degrees of disability
Sight gives us 75 – 90% of the information from our surroundings. This involves 10 million bytes per second. If
vision somehow becomes limited, it naturally reflects our perception of things.
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There are many types and degrees of visual defects. Vision is often affected by the intensity of light, character of
the environment, color contrast, etc. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), there are 5 categories
of visual impairment distinguished by the levels of visual acuity. This concerns visual observation. For example, a
visual acuity of 6/60 means that a person can read a text from a distance of 6 meters while a person without any
visual defects can read the same text from 60 meters.
The classification of visual impairment by WHO is as follows:
Category 1

– Light to medium weak vision with visual acuit 6/18 – 6/60.

Category 2

– Strong (heavy) weak vision for a visual acuity of 6/60 – 3/60.

Category 3

– Severely weak eyesight for a visual acuity of 3/60 – 1/60.

Category 4

– Practical blindness for a visual acuity of 1/60 up to light perception with some light
projection or restriction of the visual field to 5 degrees around a central fixation point,
even if visual acuity is not affected.

Category 5

– Complete blindness in both eyes with an inaccurate projection of light perception up
to the complete loss of light perception.

The classification of visual impairment is not the same in all countries. The criteria proposed by the WHO are
recommendations only. For the purposes of this material, however, it will be sufficient to divide people into the
blind and seeing-impaired. The number of seeing-impaired people is several times higher than the number of
blind people. However, the needs of the seeing-impaired are often underestimated.
Weak vision can be described as low visual acuity, which cannot be compensated or corrected by glasses. The
partial loss of vision may be associated with various causes and so can occur in the seeing-impaired as:
¨¨

blurred vision,

¨¨

complications caused by light intensity (low or high)

¨¨

limited color perception (impaired, reduced or absent),

¨¨

sight limitations in terms of the visual field,

¨¨

adaptation to light and darkness impaired,

¨¨

failure of perception in both eyes.

Blindness is a condition where the individual can see nothing at all. Some people can recognize light and the
intensity and direction it is coming from.
We can also meet practically blind people who have very low visual acuity or a weak visual field or one below 5°.
They see the world as if through a thin tube and can see fine text very sharply, but their vision gives them great
difficulties with spatial orientation (finding objects on the table, identifying traffic when crossing roads, etc.).
Causes of disability
In the Czech Republic there are approximately 100,000 people with visual disabilities. The totally blind account for
10,000 of those people. Approximately 80% of blind people are over 50 years old. Even today 1/3 of the causes of
visual impairment are not clear. The most common cause we can attribute to it is genetics and infectious diseases
during pregnancy. The affect of chemicals, medicines and drugs also cause damage to the fetus.
Visual impairment can happen to people throughout the course of life due to trauma, tumors, infections or
metabolic and other diseases.
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ASSISTIVE AND REHABILITATION AIDS FOR PEOPLE WITH VISUAL DISABILITIES
There is a large amount of aids for the visually impaired. These include assistive and rehabilitation aids. Rehabilitation
aids help people who still have their eyesight and can work with it, albeit to a limited extent. Assistive aids are
used by people who can no longer rely on their vision. These aids can be further described according to the area
of interest that works with them. They include aids:
a) for removing information barriers,
b) for facilitating orientation and communication,
d) for the household,
e) for leisure and learning.
Primarily used for obtaining information (written, printed, in electronic form) are enlargement or other forms of
processing text using optical aids (hand and standing magnifiers, telescopes and filter glasses). Electronic aids are
used by partially-sighted people as a means of rehabilitation and by blind people as an assistive aid for removing
information barriers. These aids make getting information (written, printed or electronic) possible and allow it to
be stored and processed. There are also camera-style magnifying glasses as portable devices, also in the form of
mounted television magnifiers. Specially modified computers that use speech-based software for the blind can
be used for eliminating any information deficit, as well as Windows magnification programs for seeing-impaired
users.
The aids used for eliminating information barriers include dictaphones, color indicators, watches and clocks, Picht
typewriters, coin separators, and more.
Sphygmomanometers, glucometers, personal thermometers and scales are aids used for checking physical
condition – self-monitoring.
To facilitate orientation, white canes, voice-control beacons, mobile phones and others aids are used aj.
The category of devices for the household include talking scales, food dispensers, level indicators, contrasting
ceramic tableware, minute counters, medicine dispensers, and other items.
For teaching and promotion, there is the Braille alphabet, embossed maps and postcards, aids for practicing
touch, exercise books for the seeing-impaired, drawing sets, etc.
For leisure-time aids, tandem bicycles, board games, embossed coloring books, or acoustic balls can be included.
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c) for teaching and promotion,

PRACTICAL ADVICE FOR COMMUNICATION AND PROVIDING ASSISTANCE TO
PEOPLE WITH VISUAL DISABILITIES
Establishing contact
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¨¨

When contacting a blind person, it is best to be the first to extend greetings. The blind may not register
your presence at all. You should always introduce yourself to a blind person, because they may not
recognize your voice. You should also include their name in your greeting and perhaps a light touch on
the shoulder so that they know they are being addressed.48

¨¨

A handshake in greeting replaces visual contact for the blind. When meeting, it is good to verbally announce:
“I am giving you my hand.” Eye contact plays an important role in communication. Therefore do not look
away from a blind person, because they generally know it.

Conditions for communication
Blind people generally have no basic problems with communication. It is, nevertheless, important to follow
certain principles governing communication with them.
Written communication
¨¨

Blind people are not able to independently read handwritten material, postal orders, etc., even with the
help of aids. They also do not fill in requests or official forms.

¨¨

Handwritten signature of blind people: They need to learn how to sign their name from birth. A person
who has lost his or her sight during the course of their life could forget how to make it. When signing,
they use the help of another person to place the hand with the pen in it so that the tip is at the point
where the signature goes. The second person may also put an outstretched finger of the free hand at the
desired location so that the blind person can place the tip of the pen there. Another possibility is to use a
signature template precisely at the location of the signature.

¨¨

For writing, the blind use standard and special equipment – office typewriter, Picht typewriter (for writing
Braille), PC with special software for the blind. Thanks to special software, the blind can also work with the
Internet.

Accompaniment
¨¨

A guide offers help naturally, but clearly so that the blind people safely know that the offer is being
addressed to them.

¨¨

Never impose help on a blind person, nor push or pull them. The blind person will grab the arm of the
guide above the elbow or else hold the bottom side of the forearm with their hand. The guide always
goes first, half a step in front of the blind person, and keeps to the less frequented side in terms of safety
(traffic, excavation in the sidewalk, etc.).49

¨¨

The blind person is in constant contact with the guide – through touch and verbal communication.
If as the guide you need to move away, describe the surroundings and provide some suitable orientation
in the environment. Never leave the blind person in the middle of the sidewalk or facing the wall.

Removing barriers
In terms of safe movement, the following principles should be observed:

48
49
50

¨¨

Do not leave the door to the room open.

¨¨

Do not leave chairs or other objects displaced in an open space where the seeing-impaired or moving
about.50

In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenarios 45, 47, 94
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenarios 51, 52, 53
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenario 63
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¨¨

Do not leave cabinets drawers, windows, etc., ajar, because they could injure a blind person. 51

¨¨

If possible, follow the movement of a blind person and if a collision is imminent, specifically point this out
to them: “Peter, stop.” “Don’t put that on the table” instead of the vague: “Watch out!“52

Errors in communication and in providing help
The guide is only accompanying the blind person, not acting or making decisions for them. Therefore,
always speak directly to them.

¨¨

Do not relocate things without their knowledge.53

¨¨

Avoid using the words “here” or “there”, for they are meaningless to the blind. Rather give accurate
information: “The table is in front of you, the chair is a meter to the left.“

¨¨

Do not be afraid to use words like: see, watch, blindness, etc. The blind use these words to express their
means of perception: feel, touch, etc.

¨¨

When entering or leaving a room where a blind person is present, inform them of this fact, otherwise they
will not register it and that can lead to a socially awkward situation.54

Several other useful tips for communicating and assisting people with visual disabilities
¨¨

For communicating with the blind, you should create an acoustically suitable environment. Blind people
can become confused in a room where many people are talking at the same time, telephones are ringing,
the radio or television is playing, the window is open to a busy street, etc. They will not know whether
someone is talking to them or to other people.55

¨¨

If you want to indicate a place or chair where a blind person should sit, lead them to this place and place
their hand on the back of the chair. They will then be able to sit by themselves without any problem.56

¨¨

For sitting a blind person in a car, do that by bringing them to the car and placing their hand on top of the
frame of an open door. They will then get in alone. Under no circumstances push them into the car by the
hand, head, shoulder or the like. Useless comments in this situation are “Careful you don’t hit your head.“57

¨¨

If you meet a blind person with a guide dog, do not address or pet the dog without asking first.58

¨¨

Do not hesitate to tactfully point out to blind people stains on their clothing, untied shoelaces or open
flies.59

¨¨

Do not noisily display exaggerated sympathy in front of a blind person: For example, “That poor man, look
at him. Being dead would be better.“60

Source:
„Teaching for diversity” – a multimedia educational program, CVIV 2012, ISBN 978-80-260-3057-7,
www.nejsmevsichnistejni.cz

51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenario 62
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenarios 64 and 65
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenarios 61 and 92
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenarios 48 and 49
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenario 66
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenarios 54 and 55
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenarios 56 and 57
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenarios 59 and 60
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenarios 67 and 93
In the electronic version (DVD) of this educational material video scenario 46
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